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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a step-size h, a Rung+Kutta process of order m approximates the 
solution Y(Z + h) of the k-component system of differential equations 
dY 
x = qx, Y), Y(X) = F 
Y&f + h) = i: WiKi, 
i=O 
where K, = hF(f, F)>, 
i-l i-l 
Ki = hF wf + Uih, Y+ 2 b,jKj ai = 2: b,, i = l,..., p. 
j=O j=O 
The number p + 1 of Ki’s or stages must be chosen large enough, and the 
parameters must be determined so that the Taylor series of Y,(Z + h) 
matches that of Y(..I? + h) through the terms involving h”. These requirements 
generate a system of nonlinear algebraic equations in the parameters. As 
indicated in the following table, the number of equations grows rapidly with 
m-and much more rapidly for the vector case (k > 1, the formula is to be 
used for systems of differential equations) than for the scalar case (k = 1, for 
a single differential equation). 
Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Scalar 1 2 4 8 16 31 59 110 201 361 639 1114 1917 3259 
Vector 1 2 4 8 17 37 85 200 486 1205 3047 7813 20299 53272 
Since the numbers of equations are so large for formulas of high order, it 
is highly advantageous to solve the scalar case, which not only has fewer 
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equations, but requires fewer stages to supply enough parameters. Thus the 
question naturally arises as to whether a solution of the scalar case will 
satisfy the vector case for the same order. When Butcher [2] analyzed Huta’s 
two sixth-order formulas, which were derived to satisfy the scalar equations, 
he found it “remarkable that, in fact, Huta’s processes are applicable to a set 
of simultaneous equations.” In the second part of this paper we give for fifth- 
and sixth-order formulas’ criteria under which a solution of the scalar case 
equations will automatically satisfy those of the vector case. With the criteria 
in force, both the scalar and vector systems reduce to the same simpler 
equivalent system. 
It is necessary to study such conditions one order at a time, since the 
related algebraic systems are so complicated and the number of equations 
grows so rapidly. However, the derivations of existing formulas of seventh- 
and eighth-orders exhibit similar patterns, and we believe the techniques we 
show here can be used to obtain equivalence criteria for higher-order 
formulas. 
In the first part of the paper we show how the numbers in the above table, 
and the numbers for any order, may be obtained by enumerating certain 
classes of trees, and why we must count one kind of rooted trees for the 
vector case and another for the scalar case. The connection between the 
vector case and trees has been presented by Merson [lo], but not fully 
justified. No connection between the scalar case and trees was developed, 
and the basic difference between the two cases was left unexplained. Thus it 
is appropriate to show here why and how the cases differ. Sarafyan and 
Guillot [ 131 counted the equatons for the scalar case through order 14. 
Butcher [l] and Martinet and Siret [9] counted the vector case through 
eighth order, and Curtis [4] counted the vector case through tenth order. 
The equivalence criteria have been tested on some of the fifth- and sixth- 
order formulas in the literature. A final remark is in order: the numbers in 
the above table indicate the futility of attempting to derive a formula of four- 
teenth order. Even if the vector case with its 53272 equations is discarded, 
the scalar case requires the solution of 3259 nonlinear equations. 
2. ENUMERATION OF EQUATIONS 
Now we justify the equation counts for Runge-Kutta processes of order m 
given in the table at the beginning of the paper. Each algebraic equation is 
obtained by equating the coefficient of each distinct differential operator in 
the expansions, through order m, of the exact and approximate solutions. 
Hence the problem is to count these distinct operators. As mentioned above, 
Sarafyan and Guillot [ 131 carried this out for the scalar case through order 
14 by actually producing and counting the operators. Martinet and Siret [9] 
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counted the vector case through eighth order (their number 201 of equations 
for order 8 is an error). We will show here that the enumerations can be 
accomplished by counting certain types of tree graphs. 
DEFINITION. Each operator can be expressed in a form we call a tensor 
structure (of order n + 1): 
the subscripts denote components of F, the superscipts partial differentiation; 
I, = {i, , i, ,..., i,} is a set of indices, each with values in (0, l,..., k}; the oI)s 
are pairwise disjoint subsets of I, whose union is I,, , with a,+ i nonempty if 
n > 0; we have defined Y, = x and f0 = 1. Each fA is evaluated at (Z, F). 
We usually suppress the C. The order is defined so as to correspond to 
the order of the operator in the series expansion. We say that two tensor 
structures are isomorphic if one can be obtained from the other by a 
permutation of indices. Clearly isomorphic tensor structures are identical 
operators as transformations of F. We will show that the converse holds for 
the vector case (k > 2); in the scalar case (k = 1) identical operators can 
have nonisomorphic tensor structures. Thus the equations for the vector case 
can be counted by counting isomorphism classes of tensor structures, but the 
scalar case requires a different method. 
We use the one-to-one correspondence Merson [lo] noted between tensor 
structures and rooted trees, which can be indicated by an example: 
fifhfmfj*hf;Fp~” +-+ p 
/il“ 
m 
i 
j h 
The root ties together the superscripts of F. Isomorphic tensor structures 
have isomorphic rooted trees. The labels on the tree are included here for 
clarity, but we consider the tree to be unlabeled. 
To prove that in the vector case identical operators have isomorphic 
rooted trees. we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Given identical operators (on C”O(R k+‘)), any two tensor 
structures representing them have the same order. 
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Proof. If the tensor structures (with orders n + 1 and m t 1) representing 
the operators are applied to F = (1, eyl, O,..., 0), all indices reduce to 1, and 
we get 
p+l)Y, = p+l)Y, 9 so m=n. 
DEFINITION. The rool degree of a rooted tree is the number of vertices 
adjacent o the root. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose k > 2. Given two identical operators and tensor 
structures to represent them, the corresponding rooted trees have the same 
root degree. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, the tensor structures have the same order; if they 
then the root degrees of the corresponding trees are the cardinalities Ia,+ 1 1 
and IPntll of a,+, and P,,,. Let 
F = (1, e’an+llY1, e’5nt1’Y1, 0 ,..., 0). 
Applying the tensor structures to F results in all indices reducing to 1; we 
equate the images off2 and simplify, obtaining 
la n+,l15”+II-la”+ll = I~~+,~14.+11-lan+ll, 
or la,+,l= IP,+J 
(We needed k > 2 in this proof so we would have f, ; equating with fi merely 
yields an identity.) 
Remark. If aA = 0 in a tensor structure, then f TA is summed C:=O and 1 
represents an endvertex in the rooted tree; if a1 # 0, f T” is summed Ci = 1 
and ,l represents a non-endvertex. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose k > 2. Given identical operators and any two 
tensor structures representing them, the corresponding rooted trees are 
isomorphic. 
ProoJ: By Lemmas 1 and 2, the representing tensor structures have the 
same order n + 1, and the corresponding trees have the same root degree d. 
It suffices to show by induction on n that 
! 
the tensor structures for any operators identical on L = {FE C”: 
cc> aF/ay,, i = 1, 2 ,..., k, are linearly independent and f, E 1 } must have 
isomorphic rooted trees. 
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Statement (c) obviously holds for order n + 1 = 1 and 2; suppose it holds 
for order n + 1 > 2 and suppose T, and T, are tensor structures of order 
n + 2 representing operators 6, and 8, identical on L. Let R, and R, denote 
their respective trees. 
Suppose d = 1. Remove the root from R , , and let the adjacent vertex be 
the root for a new tree R; ; obtain R; from R, in the same way. These trees 
correspond to tensor structures of order n + 1, say, 
T;=fc' . ..fyjP.+l and T; =fj4' . ..fj4nn@+l. 
representing operators 19; and 13;, respectively. Let 
a, =fy..fcfS;"+' and b, =fj41 .. . ff;fp+', A = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
n + 1 > 2 implies a,+r and &,+r are not null so, by the preceding remark, 
k 
T, = c a,FA = 5 b,F’ = T, for all F in L. 
.I=1 a=1 
By defini$on of L, a, = b,, A = 1,s .,., k, for all F in L. Thus B;(F)@, F) = 
8$(F)@, I’) for all F in L; since (& Y) is arbitrary in Rkt ‘, 8;(F) = B;(F) for 
all F in L. By the inductive hypothesis, RI and R; are isomorphic, so R, and 
R, are isomorphic. 
Let the (dot) product [ 10, p. 1 lo-lo], of a collection of rooted trees be the 
rooted tree obtained from them by coalescing their roots. Having shown that 
(c) holds if each of R, and R, can only be represented as the product of one 
tree (d = l), let us suppose (c) holds if each can be represented as the 
product of p or fewer trees, and suppose that each of R r and R, can be 
represented as the product of p + 1 rooted trees. Suppose R1 is the product of 
R; ,..., Rf, Rt+‘, and R, is the product of Ri,..., R$, R;‘i. Letting E; be the 
product of Rf and Rf+ ’ and i?; be the product of R$ and R$+‘, we see that 
R, can be represented as the product of the p trees R : ,..., R<-‘, i?<, and R, is 
the product of Ri,..., R;-‘, R!. Our hypothesis is that (c) applies, so R, and 
R, are isomorphic. This completes both inductions. 
It only remains to see that for a process of order m all tensor structures 
(or related rooted trees) appear in the series expansions. Either expansion 
may be studied since their operators must match. The true solution is much 
simpler to handle. Order m is obtained by taking the total derivative 
of each order m - 1 tensor structure, using the product formula. In terms of 
the tree T for an order m tensor structure this yields m - 1 trees of order m 
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which are obtained by attaching an endvertex successively to each vertex of 
T. 
It is clearly true for m = 1 that all trees appear. Hence, assume that all 
appear for m - 1, and let T have m vertices. Let T’ be T with some 
endvertex deleted. d/dx on T’ will restore T in its image, which completes 
the induction. 
The enumeration T, + , of rooted trees with n + 1 vertices is given by 
T n+1= + $, (g dTd) ‘n-k+1 
(see [6, p. 541). 
Now we consider the problem of enumerating the equations for the scalar 
case (k = L). Here the basic operators reduce to a/+~ and 
3/3x +f(Z, Y)(a/@). Although the formal tensor structure and the 
corresponding rooted tree can still be found for each composite operator, by 
the remark preceding Theorem 1, the summations corresponding to non- 
endvertices N of the rooted tree vanish when k = 1. The disconnects the 
portion of the tree descendant from each N; it corresponds to a simple 
multiplier. The only structure left in the tree which is compositional consists 
of those vertices adjacent o and descendant from each N (or the root). For 
example: 
N 
/I\ 
N--E - - E - - composition line. 
In such a composition line each vertex represents a basic operator; N, not 
being summed, is a/~?$, and E, being summed, is a/ax +f(~?/@). Since these 
basic operators commute, each factor depends only on the numbers of N’s 
and E’s in its composition line. 
The above observations not only show the deterioration of a rooted tree T 
as a structural diagram, but also show how to derive a new tree from T 
which does describe the operator. Label endvertices E and other vertices N, 
connect the vertices which have a common antecedent, delete the old root 
and edges, and root the new branches. This forms the derived bicolored lineal 
rooted tree, or bilineal tree. For example, 
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The colorless root is the only branch point, and the branches are factors. The 
structure of the corresponding operator is independent of the ordering of the 
branches and of the order of E’s and N’s in a branch. We say that two 
bilineal trees are isomorphic if they are isomorphic as rooted trees (without 
regard to color), and corresponding branches have the same number of E’s 
and of llrs (without regard to order). 
Because of the commutativity of the basic operators in the scalar case, the 
operator 
can be represented by two nonisomorphic tensor structures and rooted trees, 
but the derived bilinear trees are isomorphic. Namely: 
Not all bilineal trees can be derived from rooted trees (a simple example 
being one with no E). We now determine xactly which are derivable. It is 
easy to show the following: 
LEMMA 3. Let the rooted tree T have m vertices and p endvertices and 
let its derived tree have q > 2 branches. Then T must have some terminus of 
the form 
/N\ 
E . . . . . . . . . E 
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with I > 1 E’s. Let T’ be T with the 1 E’s deleted. Then the derived tree of 
T’ has m - 1 vertices, p - A + 1 endvertices and q - 1 branches. 
THEOREM 2 Let T be a rooted tree with m > 2 vertices, p endvertices, 
and whose derived bilineal tree has q branches. Then m = p + q. Conversely, 
if a bilineal tree satisfies m = p + q, it is derivable. 
Proof (outline). For the first part, it is immediately true for all m > 2 
and q = 1 so an induction may be made on q with the help of Lemma 3. For 
the converse an induction may be made on m. Suppose the E and N counts 
of a branch are e and n, respectively, and classify the possibilities as follows: 
1 2 3 4 5 
e=O,n= 1 e>2,n=O e> l,n> 1 e= l,n=O e=O,n>2 
If T has a branch of types 1, 2 or 3 the result follows by simple 
manipulations imilar to those of Lemma 3. If all branches are of type 4, the 
result is trivial; it is impossible for all branches to be of type 5. There 
remains the case having at least one branch of type 4 and one of type 5. 
Delete a type 4 branch and remove one N from a type 5 branch, and the 
result will follow. 
THEOREM 3. Identical operators 0, z 8, have isomorphic bilineal trees. 
ProoJ: For a given base point (2, J) define: 
f(x, y)= i: i: Q,,, “- )n:;- uY 
A=0 p=o 
where n + 1 is at least as great as the order(s) of B, and 8,, Qo,o = 0 and 
otherwise QA,, are distinct primes. The basic operator a/ax + f(Y, j)()(a/ay) 
becomes a/ax and hence a factor (branch) becomes af m+‘/axm ~?y’ for some 
(m, I), which pair of numbers uniquely determines the factor. Evaluation at 
6 71 gives Q,,,. Since 13, = 19, both must yield the same unique product of 
primes. Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between factors with the 
same (m, 1) counts. 
Finally, as in the vector case, all rooted trees appear in the series 
expansions. Here of course, they need not represent distinct operators. But if 
we have all the rooted trees, we have all the derived bilineal trees. 
The enumeration may be accomplished by standard graphical techniques, 
including use of the Polya Enumeration Theorem, again see 161. The number 
of derived bilineal trees with m vertices and q branches, q = l,..., m - 1, is 
the total coefficient of xm-qyq-l in the cycle index expansion Z(S,, c(x, y)) 
where the S,‘s are the symmetric groups, and c(x, y) = CT=o C,“=. c~,~x*Y’, 
c o,. = 0, and cA,, = 1 otherwise. 
We begin by considering the equations which must be satisfied by the 
coefkients of a fifth-order six-stage process. The scalar case has (1) through 
( 16). Setting 
i-l 
Ai,= C ajkbij, i = 2,..., 5, k = 1, 2, 3, 
j=l 
(1) 
m-(5 > 
c wi= 1, 
i=O 
w-(8) 
2 ,,a;=-&-, P= 1,2,3,4, 
i=l 
i wiAip= ’ 
i=2 (P + l)(P + 2) ’ 
P = 1,2,3, 
(9HlO) 
(11) 
(12) 
i wiaiAiP= ’ 
i=2 b+ l)(p+3)’ 
i wiafAi, = &, 
i=2 
>I: wiA;, = f, 
i=2 
(13Hl4) 
(15) 
(16) 
P = 132, 
P= 132, 
i Wi 
i=3 
(i1 [ai t aj] bljAi,) =&, 
j=2 
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3. EQUIVALENCE FOR THE FIFTH-ORDER CASE 
The vector case has (1) through (14), together with V16 = (16) 
v17 
V18 
We present wo sets of criteria either of which guarantees equivalence. The 
first criterion is: * 
(A) A,, = ;, j = 2,..., 5. 
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Sarafyan [ 111 showed that conditions (A) yield equivalence; we include the 
results here not only for completeness, but also to derive the simpler system 
and to establish the techniques to be used in the sixth-order case. 
Conditions (A) force w1 = 0, since the combination (6) - $(3) is 
-+wlu:+ i: wi A$ =o, 
i=2 [ I 
and a, # 0 for any fifth-order formula. 
Now we show that V17 = (8). Equation (7) now reads 
and (13) is 
so that since a, # 0, (7) - (13) implies 
Since (8) reads 
we have VI7 = (8). But (15) = V17 + V18, so V18 = (15) - (8). 
It is easy to show that with conditions (A), (9) = (4), (11) = (5), 
(12) = (5). We have seen that if (3) and (6) are satisfied, then w, = 0, and in 
that case (6) = (3). If (13) and (7) are satisfied, then since 
we have that (13) = (7). 
Since i-l 
Ai, = UTbi, + 2 x Ajlb,, 
j=2 
(10) reads 
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Thus if V 18 and (10) are satisfied, which under our conditions is the same as 
saying if (8), (15) and (10) are satisfied, then 
and in that case (lo)= V18 = (15)- (8), or (15) = (8) + (10). Similarly, 
(14) and (16) imply 
and under that condition, (16) = (14). 
We have thus the following simpler system, any solution of which solves 
the original scalar and vector systems: 
(A) Aj, = 2, j = 2,..., 5, 
w, =o, 
(1) through (5), (7), (8), (lo), (14). 
Now we present he second set of equivalence conditions for the fifth-order 
equations. First we calculate 
i WiUi(l - Ui) =-L 
i=l 6 
Now rewrite (6): 
Thus 
(6) - F(2) - (311 = 0, 
or 
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Let xi=CjCi+r w,bji--w,(l -a,), i= 1,2,3,4. Then 
(6)- I(2)- (3)l: fi UiXi = U5 W,( 1 - US). 
i=l 
Similarly, from 
(7)- L(3)- (411: i f.2fXi = a:w,(l -a,), 
i=l 
(8)- L(4) - (91: i u;xi = +v,(l -a,), 
i=l 
(13)- L(6)- (9)1: C Ai*xi=A5,1w5(1 -“5>* 
ix2 
We set us = 1 and choose the trivial solution of the resulting homogeneous 
linear system in the xls, obtaining our second set of equivalence conditions. 
We obtain the second equivalence criterion: 
(B) a,= 1, JlJ wjbji = w,(l -a,), i = 1,2,3,4. 
j=itl 
Using conditions (B) with the combinations obtained above, we have that 
(6)= (2)- (31, (7)= (3)- (4), (8)= (4)- (5), 
Q3)= (6)-(9) = (2)- (3)-(9); 
similarly, 
(14)=(7)-(10)=(3)-(4)-(lo), V17=(9)-(11). 
Since (15) = VI7 + V18, V18 = (15) - V17 = (15) - (9) + (11). 
Thus we have the following system, any solution of which will solve the 
original scalar and vector systems: 
P) u5= 1, 
,$+, wjbji = Wi(l - ai), i = 1,2, 3,4, 
(1) through (5), (9) through (12), (15), (16). 
Going back to the original system of equations for fifth-order processes (and 
not assuming (A) or (B)), it is easy to show that if w1 = 0, then 
(12) - (11) + a(5) = 0, or 
5 
Ic I 
a? 2 
w, Ail-+ 1 = 0. i=2 
409/104/Z- 18 
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Thus if W, = 0 and w,, w3, w,, w5 are all positive, then conditions (A) are 
automatically satisfied. 
To show that these requirements on the w;s cannot be easily weakened, 
we developed the following two fifth-order formulas, each of which satisfies 
the scalar equations but not the vector equations. The first has W, = 0 and 
WZ, w3, w,, wg all nonnegative; the second has w, = 0 and w5 < 0. 
i-l 
4 954 -2808 -- 
5 125 125 
6+& 141+251fi 549-36& -114-179& 
10 4500 1625 9360 
6-fi 141-251& 549+36fi -114+179& o 
4500 1625 9360 
1 
wk: - 
9 
2 
J 
2 
5 
1 
3 
4 
1 
z 
0 0 0 
16-v% 16+& 
36 36 
33 
40 
-245 10 
88 11 
1065 595 7 - 
1408 704 64 
235 115 1 
176 264 24 
1 1 32 -2 
9 0 
125 
- 126 18 63 3 
0 
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We derived the following fifth-order formula to show that uj = 1 does not 
imply w, = 0 or conditions (A), and to exhibit a formula satisfying both the 
scalar and vector equations but not satisfying w, = 0 or conditions (A). It 
does satisfy conditions (B). 
-5 
16 
-53 
128 
1 
8169 -957 57 - 
5248 328 41 
91477 -23477 1785 -17 
2624 328 82 2 
3 2 16 16 -8 - - - 
34 15 45 45 765 
Cassity [3] derived a formula which has these same properties: 
1 
-?- 
5 - 
14 
9 
14 
6 
1 
261 
584 
-2493 57 
73 4 
1 
58865 5 265 - 
65408 16 1344 
143829 171 2205 -432 
58984 202 404 101 
1 7 413 7 28 -101 
9 
- 
2700 810 450 75 8100 
Sarafyan [ 121 has a formula which satisfies scalar and vector equations but 
has a, # 1: 
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1 
z 
1 
z 
1 
2 
-7 
1 
J 
1 
-T 
-1 2 
10 
0 
1 
27 27 
-125 546 54 -378 
625 625 625 625 
14 35 162 125 0 0 - - - 
336 336 336 336 
4. EQUIVALENCE FOR THE SIXTH-ORDER CASE 
The equations for a sixth-order eight-stage process are the following. The 
scalar case has (1) through (31). Setting 
i-l 
At,= x ajkbij, i = 2 ,..., 7, k = 1 ,..., 4, 
j=1 
7 
(1) iF, wi= l3 
(Z)-(6) iI afwi = & P = 1,2,3,4,5, 
C7H10) i: WiAip= cp+ ljlcp+2j 9 P = 1,2,3,4, 
i=2 
(11H13) i: wiaiAip= cp + I:(, + 3) 3 P = 1,x 3, 
i=2 
(14H15) i; wiaV’A* = 2(p\ 3) 3 p = 2,3, 
i=2 
7 
(16) 
1 
C WiUfAi* =-y 
i=2 18 
7 
(17~(18) c wiu$4’Af,= 
1 
4(P + 5) ’ 
p=o, 1, 
i=2 
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(19) i WiAilAi* =&> 
i=2 
(20~(22) i Wi (I$ bijAjp) = 12(pl + 1)’ P= ly 23 3’ 
i=3 
(23) 
The vector case has (l)-(26) together with 
V27 
V28 
V29 
v30 
v31 
V32 
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Note the following equivalences 
[El]-[E5] V27 + V32 = (27), V28 + V33 = (28), V29 + V34 = (29), 
2V30 + V35 = (30), V31 +V36+V37=(31). 
Thus we have 
THEOREM 4. Any solution of the vector case also satisfies the scalar 
case. 
We will show that the following conditions provide an equivalence 
criterion. Equivalence criterion for sixth order: 
P1l-P61 
together with 
P71 
Ai, =$, i = 2,..., I, 
either u, = 1, or a, = 0 and b,,, = 0. 
LEMMA A. It is helpful to observe that for i = 2 ,..., I, p = 2, 3,4, 
i-l 
Ai, = a<bi, + 2 2 Aj, b,aq-‘. 
j=2 
We have a(5) - (14) + (17): 
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which under our conditions reduces to 
4 
w, $=o, or since a,#O, w,=O. 
We can rewrite (7) as follows: 
By Lemma A, (8) can be written 
so if (20) is satisfied, the inherent restriction a, # 0 implies 
Thus [R81 implies that (8) = (20), and (7) becomes 
g2 ujB,=il with Bj= i wibij, j=2 ,..., 6. 
i=j+I 
We can derive a homogeneous linear system in 
Xj=Bj-wj(l-uj), j = 2,..., 6. 
To do this apply [R8 1 to (8), (9), (lo), which will allow us to put 
(7) - F(2) - (3)lY (8) - [(3) - (4)L 
(9) - I(4) - (5)1, and (10) - I(5) - (6)1, 
respectively, into the form 
g2u;Xj=0, k= 1,2,3,4. 
We need a fifth equation in the Xi’s; first note that by applying Lemma A to 
(21) and comparing with (24), we obtain 
IR91 g3 wilg bijbjl =O= 8: bjlBj3 
j=2 
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and (21)= (24). Also by [R8] and Lemma A, V32 = (9), so that by [El], 
V27 = (27) - (9). Using Lemma A with (12) and V27, we get 
Remembering that our condition [R7] has a, = 1, or u, = 0 and b,,, = 0, 
we see that [R9] - [R8] + [RlO] yields 
We now have a homogeneous linear system of five equations in the five Xj’s. 
We choose the trivial solution, so that 
Bj= i wibij=wj(l -aj), j = 2,..., 6. 
i=j+ 1 
With these conditions and (R71, we can show that 
V27 = (27) - (9), V28 = (12) - (16), V29 = (30) - (29), 
V30 = (30) - (29), V3 1 = (10) + (12) - (29), V32 = (9), 
V33 = (16) - (12) + (28) V34 = (30), V35 = 2(29) - (30), 
V36 = (22), V37 = (31) - (10) - (12) + (29) - (22). 
Hence any solution of the scalar system which satisfies our conditions will 
also satisfy the vector system. 
To further reduce the system, we can show that (19), (29), and (30) 
imply 
P111 
(25) and (26) imply 
PI21 ~ Wi (~ b, [ ~* bj,b,l]) =O; 
i=4 j=3 
and (31), (28), and (22) imply 
lR131 ~ Wi (~ {~i + ~j} bijbj,) = 0. 
i=3 j=2 
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Using these conditions and those previously derived, we find 
(3) = (7), (4) = (1 l), (5) = (14) = (17), (6) = (15) = (18), 
(8) = (20) = (3) - (4), (16) = (19), (13) = (23), 
(9) + (12) = (27), (21) = (24), (25) = (26), (22) + (28) = (3 I), 
2(29) - (10) = (30), (9) = (4) - (5), (10) = (5) - (6). 
The scalar and vector system for the sixth-order eight-stage case can 
therefore be reduced to the following equivalent system: 
Ai, zz f$ i = 2,..., 7, 
u, = 1, or a, = 0 and b,, = 0, 
x wibij=wj(l -aj), j=2 ,..., 6, 
i=jtl 
WI =o, 
c wibi, = 0, 
i=2 
(1) through (6), (12), (13), (16), (21), (22), (25), (28), (29). 
With obvious adaptations (change each “7” to “6” and ‘j = 2,..., 6” to 
“j = 2,..., 5”), the equivalence criterion holds for sixth-order seven-stage 
formulas, and the corresponding scalar and vector systems reduce to the 
analog of the above system. 
There are in the literature six sixth-order eight-stage formulas which were 
derived for the scalar case. Five of these satisfy our equivalence conditions 
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as well as the scalar equations, and are thus also valid for the vector case. 
These five are (l)-(2a), (2b), and (2~) of Sarafyan [ 141, Huta 171, and its 
improvement in Huta [8]. 
The sixth formula is Shanks’ formula (17) of [ 151, which, according to his 
“change of viewpoint” (p. 31), is approximately of seventh order with seven 
stages, and which he says is exactly of sixth order. However, we found that, 
contrary to his claim, the formula fails to satisfy six of the equations for the 
sixth-order scalar case. It does satisfy the equations for the fifth-order scalar 
case, as well as our criteria, so that Shanks’ formula (17), 7-7, is a fifth- 
order seven-stage process which is valid for the vector as well as the scalar 
case. 
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